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Fig. 1: Outer surround rear side. Fig. 2: Outer surround plates  
              attachment points.

Fig. 3: Inner surround assembled. Fig. 4: Completed surround rear side.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR TRUE NORTH DISTRIBUTORS & DEALERS

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

QUALITY  &  VALUE

TN 120 Surround Extension Installation

Screws

The TN20 Surround Extension comes unassembled. To assemble: 

1. Lay the horizontal plate and the two vertical plates front side down on a flat soft surface (Fig. 1). 

2. Using supplied nuts and bolts, attach the two vertical plates to the larger horizontal plate (Fig. 2). 

3. Remove the smaller regular surround (Fig. 3) from the stove if not already removed, and lay it front side 
down on a flat soft surface. Be sure to first remove the Blower speed control knob and fixture.  

4. Lay the newly assembled larger surround extension face down on top of the regular surround and align 
the screw holes. Attach the two surrounds using supplied Philips screws (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 6: Mounting side posts for surround.

5. Once the two surrounds are joined together, mount the surrounds onto the stove by mating the hooks
 (Fig. 5) built in to the inner sides of the regular surround to the mounting posts on the stove (Fig. 6). 

6. Insert the Blower speed control fixture (Fig. 8) into the opening on the right side of the regular surround 
and afix with screws previously removed. 

7. Attach the knob to the Blower speed control post (Fig. 9). 

Fig. 5: Inner panel with mounting                 
hooks.

Mounting 
postsHooks

Fig. 7: Completed surround mounted in  
               place.

Fig. 8: Blower speed control �xture.

Fig. 9: Blower speed control knob.


